Raising the Bar for Corporate Families Research

Clear Corporate Relationships
- Deep corporate linkage information including subsidiaries, joint ventures, shells and more
- Relationships between corporate entities are identified visually

Information Maintained by a Dedicated Team
- LexisNexis business analysts track Mergers & Acquisitions to maintain corporate families data
- Analysts initiate over 500K calls per year to validate data
- In-depth research confirms corporate reporting relationships

Selective Data Strategy Provides a Distinct Advantage
- Focus on prominent public and private companies for faster searches and more relevant results
- LexisNexis-owned and verified linkage data
- Direct reportage information not available on the open web or in a 10-K filing

Comprehensive, Quality Data You Can Trust
- Quick access to parent and child relationships for the companies that drive the global economy
- Data verified to ensure greater reliability than content found on the open web
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